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This paper deals with interference cancellation techniques to mitigate cochannel interference on the reverse link of multibeam
satellite communication systems. The considered system takes as a starting point the DVB-RCS standard with the use of convolu-
tional coding. The considered algorithm consists of an iterative parallel interference cancellation scheme which includes estima-
tion of beamforming coeﬃcients. This algorithm is first derived in the case of a symbol asynchronous channel with time-invariant
carrier phases. The aim of this article is then to study possible extensions of this algorithm to the case of frequency oﬀsets af-
fecting user terminals. The two main approaches evaluated and discussed here are based on (1) the use of block processing for
estimation of beamforming coeﬃcients in order to follow carrier phase variations and (2) the use of single-user frequency oﬀset
estimations.
Copyright © 2007 J. P. Millerioux et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiuser detection appears as a promising way to mitigate
cochannel interference (CCI) on the reverse link of multi-
beam satellite systems. It can allow considering more capac-
ity eﬃcient frequency reuse strategies than classical systems
(in which cochannel interference is assimilated to additive
noise). However, channel estimation appears to be a criti-
cal point when performed before multiuser processing. This
paper proposes a multiuser detection scheme coupled with
channel reestimations.
This study is the continuation of the work reported in
[1]. The considered system is inspired by the DVB-RCS stan-
dard [2], with the use of convolutional coding. The algorithm
is derived for a symbol-asynchronous time-invariant chan-
nel [1]. It basically consists of a parallel interference cancel-
lation (PIC) scheme which uses hard decisions provided by
single user Viterbi decoders, and includes channel reestima-
tion. The aim of this paper is to propose results on possible
adaptations of this algorithm to the more realistic case of fre-
quency oﬀsets aﬀecting user terminals.
Other approaches have been proposed in the literature
with similar contexts. In [3], an iterative decoding scheme
is proposed with a very simplified channel model and with-
out considerations on channel estimation issues. In [4, 5],
MMSE and noniterative MMSE-SIC schemes are evaluated
in a realistic context and the problem of channel estima-
tion before multiuser processing is addressed based on pi-
lot symbols. In this paper, we consider a joint multiuser
detection and channel estimation approach, which can no-
tably allow reducing the required number of pilot symbols,
and consequently lead to more spectrally eﬃcient transmis-
sions, in particular for a burst access. Notice however that
the algorithm considered here is suboptimal. Some poten-
tially optimal algorithms have been studied in [1]. However,
they have appeared much more complex than the one con-
sidered here, and have shown a gain in performance pos-
sibly very limited, and highly dependant on the antenna
implementation.
The paper is organized as follows: the system model
and assumptions are described in Section 2, Section 3 intro-
duces the algorithm on a time-invariant channel, Section 4 is





















Figure 1: Transmitter and channel model.
dedicated to the study of possible adaptations with frequency
oﬀsets, and we draw conclusions in Section 5.
2. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
2.1. Model
The considered context is the reverse link of a fixed-satellite
service with a regenerative geostationary satellite, a multi-
beam coverage with a regular frequency reuse pattern [6],
and an MF-TDMA access [2]. A “slot synchronous” system
is assumed. Multiuser detection is performed onboard the
satellite, after frequency demultiplexing. We choose here to
work on a fictitious interference configuration characterized
by carrier to interference ratios C/I . A more detailed presen-
tation can be found in [1] or [7].
We consider in the following a frequency/time slot in
the MF-TDMA frame. Notations are relative to complex en-
velops. ·∗, ·T , ·H , E(·), and · ∗ · denote, respectively, the
conjugate, transpose, conjugate transpose, expected value,
and convolution operators. Consider K uplink signals asso-
ciated to K diﬀerent cochannel cells. Under the narrowband
assumption [8], we get
y(t) = Hx(t) + n(t), (1)
where x(t) = [x1(t) · · · xK (t)]T is the K × 1 vector of re-
ceived signals, y(t) = [y1(t) · · · yK (t)]T is the K × 1 vec-
tor of signals at the beamformer outputs, H is the K × K
beamforming matrix (i.e., the product of the matrix of steer-
ing vectors by the matrix of beamformer coeﬃcients), and
n(t) = [n1(t) · · ·nK (t)]T is the vector of additive noises.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the matrix H
has its diagonal coeﬃcients equal to 1. Additive noises are
additive white Gaussian noises (AWGN) with the same vari-
ance σ2, and are characterized by a spatial covariance matrix
Rn = E(n(t)n(t)H) which depends on the antenna imple-
mentation [1].
As regards to the waveform, the information bits are con-
volutionally encoded, and the coded bits are then mapped
onto QPSK symbols which are interleaved diﬀerently on each
beam. A burst of N symbols dk[n] is composed of these in-
terleaved symbols in which pilot symbols are inserted. We
model the signals xk(t) as





t − nT − τk
)
, (2)
where T , s(t), ρk, ϕk(t), τk, denote, respectively, the symbol
duration, the normalized emitter filter response (square root
raised cosine with rolloﬀ equal to 0.35 [2]), the amplitude of
the kth signal, its (possibly time-varying) carrier phase, and
its time delay. The whole transmitter and channel model is
summarized in Figure 1. Notice that a single frequency refer-
ence is assumed on-board the satellite.











Assuming an equal SNR for all users, the carrier to interfer-














The algorithm is derived under the following assumptions.
(i) We assume a perfect single-user frame synchronisation
and timing recovery (i.e., for the kth signal on the kth
beam).
(ii) The matrixH is assumed time invariant on a burst du-
ration, and unknown at the receiver.
(iii) Significant interferers are only located in adjacent
cochannel cells: due to the regular reuse pattern, there
are at most 6 significant interferers on a beam [6].
Let us recall that the algorithm considered in the follow-
ing is suboptimal (see Section 1 and [1]): it only performs
interference cancellation for the kth signal at the output of
the kth beam.
3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION ON A TIME
INVARIANT CHANNEL
3.1. Synchronous case
To simplify the presentation, we first consider a symbol-
synchronous time-invariant channel, that is, τk = 0 and
ϕk(t) = ϕk for all k. After optimal sampling, we can then
consider the “one-shot” approach with
y[n] = Gd[n] + n[n], (5)
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the receiver (synchronous case).
where
G = [gT1 · · · gTK
]T = (gk,l





d[n] = [d1[n] · · ·dK [n]
]T
,
y[n]=[y1[n] · · · yK [n]
]T
with yk[n]= yk(t)∗ s(−t)|t=nT ,
n[n]=[n1[n] · · ·nK [n]
]T




) = δ(k − l)Rn.
(6)
A synoptic of the receiver is given in Figure 2, where inter-
leaving and deinterleaving operations are omitted for sim-
plicity. All operations are performed in parallel on the dif-
ferent beams, with exchange of information from one to an-
other. The main steps are described in the following. For any
parameter c, ĉ(m) denotes an estimate or a decision on c at the
mth iteration.
Channel estimation
The channel estimation on the kth beam is processed by
a least-square estimator using currently estimated symbols
(and including pilot symbols). At the mth iteration, we get











We only use for estimation (and consequently for interfer-
ence cancellation in (8)) estimated symbols of the useful sig-
nal and of adjacent interfering ones (see Section 2.2. assump-
tion (iii)), which is not specified in the equations for the sake
of simplicity.
Interference cancellation
The interference cancellation block output at the mth itera-
tion (or the decoding block input at the (m + 1)th iteration)
is for the nth symbol of the kth user












In the case of perfect channel estimation and interfering
symbol decisions, we get
y(m+1)k [n] =
∣∣gk,k
∣∣2dk[n] + g∗k,knk[n], (9)
interference is entirely removed, and the carrier phase is per-
fectly compensated.
Decoding
Decoding is performed by the Viterbi algorithm, by assimi-
lating the residual interference plus noise after deinterleaving
at the decoder input to AWGN.
Initialization
For the kth user, an initial carrier phase is estimated from
pilot symbols on the kth beam. After phase compensation,
the signal received on the kth beam is sent to the decoding
block to initialize the iterative process.
3.2. Asynchronous case
We now consider a symbol-asynchronous time-invariant



















and vectors u(t) = [u1(t) · · ·uK (t)]T and û(m)(t) =
[û(m)1 (t) · · · û(m)K (t)]T .
We get
y(t) = Gu(t) + n(t), (11)
where G is defined in Section 3.1. We refer to û(m)k (t) as the
estimated kth signal at the mth iteration.
The algorithm on the asynchronous channel is then very
similar to the one on the synchronous channel. For the kth
beam, at the mth iteration:
(i) channel estimation is processed by a least square ap-
proach using the estimated signals at the matched fil-
ter output û(m)(t) ∗ s(−t) and yk(t) ∗ s(−t), syn-
chronously sampled, with 2 samples per symbol (sam-
ples of û(m)(t)∗s(−t) corresponds to d̂(m)[n] and sam-
ples of yk(t)∗ s(−t) corresponds to yk[n] in (7));
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2 4 4
4, 7 3 5
5, 6 6 2
8, 10 5 3
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12, 13 4 4
(b)
Figure 3: Description of the studied configuration.
(ii) interference cancellation is processed at 1 sample per
symbol, at optimal sampling instants.
More details on the implementation can be found in [1].
3.3. Simulation results
We use for the evaluation the fictitious configuration de-
scribed in Figure 3 (which is interference configuration 2 in
[1]). We consider 14 cochannel beams. The 14 users have
an equal SNR. For each cell, assumption (iii) of Section 2.2
is perfectly respected, and interference is equally distributed
among the interfering cells: for example we have for cell 1
h1,1 = 1, h1,2 = h1,4 = h1,5 = (3 · C/I|1)−1/2, and other coef-
ficients of the first row of H are set to zero. We consider the
following simulation parameters.
(i) Rate 1/2 nonrecursive nonsystematic convolutional
code with constraint length 7 and generators (133,
171) in octal.
(ii) Packets of 53 information bytes (ATM cell), or 430 in-
formation symbols (with closed trellis).
(iii) 32 pilot symbols, leading finally to N = 462 transmit-
ted symbols in a burst.
Users timings τk are independent and uniformly distributed
on [0,T]. Carrier phases ϕk are independent and uniformly
distributed on [0, 2π]. Additive noises are uncorrelated. New
random interleavers and training sequences are generated at
each burst.
We consider a target bit error rate (BER) equal to 2·10−4,
which is reached on AWGN channel with perfect synchroni-
sation for Eb/N0 equal to 3.2 dB. Some results for cells 5 and
6, which are symmetric, are given in Figure 4. The algorithm
exhibits a degradation with respect to single-user reference
of 0.15 dB after 3 iterations. At first iterations, the modulus
estimate of g5,9 and g6,9 (which are symmetric) is widely bi-
ased: it is underestimated due to imperfect symbol decisions.
As the algorithm converges, this bias is removed. In the same
way, the unbiased phase estimate of g5,9 and g6,9 shows an
error standard deviation decreasing with iterations, until it
reaches the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB). This bound is more


















Notice that these simulation results and all the following ones
correspond to at least 20 packet errors and 200 binary errors
for each user. Consider as an example the results at iteration 3
for Eb/N0 = 2.5 dB, our evaluation of confidence intervals at
95% leads to [4.8, 5.9]·10−3 for the BER of cell 5, [1.2, 12.1]·
10−3 for the modulus bias of coeﬃcient g5,1, and [4.61, 4.89]◦
for the phase error standard deviation of coeﬃcient g5,1.
4. EXTENSION TO THE CASE OF
FREQUENCY OFFSETS
In geostationary systems, frequency oﬀsets between the emit-
ter and the receiver are mainly due to frequency instabilities
of local oscillators. Considering the use of the Ka-band with
low-cost user terminals, they are inevitable. In order to help
the receiver to recover these frequency oﬀsets, synchronisa-
tion bursts, which are periodically transmitted, are defined
in the DVB-RCS standard. However, it always remains resid-
ual frequency oﬀsets on the traﬃc bursts. In case of short
bursts and low SNR, frequency and phase recovery become
a challenging task, especially with a reduced number of pilot
symbols.
In the following, we study possibilities of adaptation of
the interference cancellation algorithm to the case of fre-
quency deviations aﬀecting user terminals. We first evaluate
the algorithm sensitivity to frequency oﬀsets in Section 4.1.
We find that it is only suited to very low frequency oﬀsets. We
then evaluate in Section 4.2 the use of block processing for
estimation of beamforming coeﬃcients in order to cope with
higher frequency oﬀsets. As this approach is shown to lead
to possible significant degradations, we finally propose and
J. P. Millerioux et al. 5




































































Figure 4: Results with time-invariant phases.
evaluate in Section 4.3 diﬀerent schemes based on a single-
user frequency estimator.
Notice the following:
(i) we possibly consider the use of pilot symbols dis-
tributed within the burst (which is not possible while
strictly following the DVB-RCS standard);
(ii) all numerical values of frequency oﬀsets are given for
a burst of 462 symbols (430 information symbols and
32 pilot symbols).
4.1. Algorithm sensitivity to reduced frequency offsets
We evaluate in this section the algorithm sensitivity to re-
duced frequency oﬀsets. As a worst case (which is the clas-
sical approach for single-user phase recovery) is diﬃcult to
define in a multiuser context, we choose here to evaluate a
mean case. We model carrier phases ϕk(t) as
ϕk(t) = ϕk + Δ fkt, (13)
for all k, where the ϕk are independent and uniformly dis-
tributed on [0, 2π], and the Δ fkT follow independent zero-
mean Gaussian distributions with standard deviation σΔ f T .
No change is performed on the algorithm, which assumes
time-invariant phases, but pilot symbols are set in the mid-
dle of the bursts (to avoid too biased initial phase estimates).
Other simulation parameters are those of Section 3.3.
Some results in term of degradation with respect to
single-user reference to reach the target BER are shown in
Figure 5. Notice that the BER is independent of the sym-
bol locations in the burst due to the use of interleavers. The
algorithm appears maintainable with σΔ f T = 10−4, but the
degradations with σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4 are very large.
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Figure 5: Degradation with frequency oﬀsets.
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Figure 6: Degradation with reduced estimation windows.
By comparing the degradations in single-user and mul-
tiuser cases, we can see that they are similar for σΔ f T = 10−4
and for σΔ f T = 0 (i.e., without frequency oﬀsets). We can
conclude that the degradation in the multiuser case with
σΔ f T = 10−4 is mainly due to imperfect user phase recovery.
Beyond σΔ f T = 10−4, it can be observed that the degradation
in the multiuser case increases more quickly than the degra-
dation in the single-user case: interference cancellation eﬃ-
ciency is limited. The considered algorithm is consequently
limited to about σΔ f T = 10−4 for a burst length equal to 462
symbols.
4.2. Approach with reduced estimation windows for
channel estimation
In order to cope with higher frequency oﬀsets, we use in this
section a classical block processing: the channel is no more
considered invariant on the whole burst, but is considered
invariant on windows of reduced length. The algorithm is
modified in this way: channel estimation (7), which includes
carrier phase estimations, is performed on reduced windows.
Interference cancellation and phase compensation (8) is then
performed on each window using the corresponding esti-
mated coeﬃcients gk,l.
Channel estimation sensitivity to frequency oﬀsets de-
creases when the length of estimation windows decreases, be-
cause the constellation rotations on a window are reduced.
However, sensitivity to additive noise increases when the
length of estimation windows decreases, because noise is av-
eraged on shorter windows. The optimal length of estimation
windows then results from a tradeoﬀ between frequency oﬀ-
sets and noise.
We evaluate in this section the eﬀect of reduced estima-
tion windows without frequency oﬀsets. Pilot symbols for
initialization are uniformly distributed on the burst. Some
results in term of degradation are shown in Figure 6. The
degradation increases when the length of windows decreases.
This is partially due to the fact that CRB for estimation of gk,l
increase while the length of windows decreases, leading to a
less-eﬃcient interference cancellation and phase compensa-
tion in (8). However, the degradation is much more impor-
tant for cells 5 and 6 than for cells 4 and 7, whereas the CRB
for channel estimation are equal in both cases (as we have
|g5,2| = |g5,6| = |g5,9| = |g5,8| = |g5,4| = |g5,1| = |g4,1| =
|g4,5| = |g4,8|). In fact, it can be seen in Figure 7 that similarly
to single-user phase estimation, our channel estimator takes
down from the CRB with short estimation windows and low
SNR. It appears much more critical for cells 5 and 6 than for
cells 4 and 7, as the least square estimation is performed on
7 (6 + 1) coeﬃcients in the first case, and only 4 (3 + 1) in
the second case. This eﬀect also appears for longer channel
estimation windows, but it is less obvious to see it.
Notice that in order to optimize the length of windows
for a given σΔ f T , we would consequently have to consider dif-
ferent lengths of windows for the diﬀerent cells: the optimal
length would be shorter for cells 4 and 7 than for cells 5 and
6.
The main conclusion is that the use of reduced estima-
tion windows to cope with higher frequency deviations can
lead to a significant loss (let us recall that evaluations have
been performed in this section without frequency oﬀsets),
particularly for cells with a high number of interferers.
4.3. Approach with single-user frequency estimations
As the previous approach does not appear suﬃcient to cope
with higher frequency oﬀsets without a significant degrada-
tion, we study in this section another approach. It is based on
the use of single-user frequency estimations.
J. P. Millerioux et al. 7
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Coeﬃcients g5,6 and g6,5
PIC 2, 32 symbols
PIC 3, 32 symbols
BCR, 32 symbols
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PIC 2, 128 symbols
PIC 3, 128 symbols
BCR, 128 symbols
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Figure 8: Approach with frequency estimations: (a) operations performed, (b) distributions of pilot symbols.
4.3.1. Principle
If a frequency estimate Δ f̂k for the kth signal is available, it
can be included in the estimated kth signal: û(m)k (t) ∗ s(−t)
consequently becomes (û(m)k (t)∗ s(−t)) exp( j2πΔ f̂kt) in (7).
Since the constellation rotations on the burst for yk(t)∗s(−t)
and (û(m)k (t)∗ s(−t)) exp( j2πΔ f̂kt) are potentially very close
(ideally identical if Δ f̂k = Δ fk), it is then possible to keep
large estimation windows to perform estimation in (7): us-
ing the whole burst allows obtaining the minimum degra-
dation. Clearly, this approach requires “accurate” single-user
frequency estimations, which become the hard task.
A first possibility is to use initial frequency estimations
before interference cancellation. In this case, the estimation
accuracy is limited due to the very low signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (unless using a very high number of pilot
symbols, which decreases the spectral eﬃciency). Another
way is to use symbol decisions for frequency estimation if
it is possible to obtain suﬃciently reliable symbol decisions.
Many diﬀerent receiver architectures can be derived. Three
examples of architectures are described and evaluated in the
following sections.
4.3.2. Architectures with single user
frequency estimations
Two modes are considered for single-user frequency esti-
mation: the pilot aided mode (PA), based on pilot sym-
bols, and the decision directed mode (DD), based on symbol
8 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
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Figure 9: Results with frequency estimations: σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4, case a.
decisions. For the PA mode, pilot symbols are distributed
within the burst into 3 blocks (see Figure 8(b), cases a and
b). We follow the approach of [10]. First, a mean phase
is computed on each block of pilot symbols. Then, a least
square estimation based on these mean phases is used to
estimate the frequency. For the DD mode, the principle
is the same: the burst is divided into adjacent blocks, on
which mean phases are computed using symbol decisions.
For the DD mode, frequency estimations are performed
after interference cancellation, that is, Δ f̂ (m)k are used to
obtain ĝ(m+1)k .
The CRB considered for frequency estimation in DD












For PA frequency estimation, the CRB is diﬀerent from (14)
with N replaced by the number of pilot symbols (because
pilot symbols are not consecutive).
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Figure 10: Results with frequency estimations: σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4, case b.
The following three cases of receiver architecture are eval-
uated.
Case a
PA initial frequency estimations are performed, no frequency
reestimation is performed, the estimation window for the gk
is the whole burst.
Case b
PA initial frequency estimations are performed, frequencies
are reestimated in DD mode at each iteration, the estimation
window for the gk is the whole burst.
Case c
No initial frequency estimation is performed:
(i) for iterations up to IT: no frequency estimation is per-
formed, the estimation window for the gk is 154 sym-
bols for all cells (see Figure 8(b));
(ii) for iterations beyond IT: frequencies are reestimated
in DD mode, the estimation window for the gk is the
whole burst.
The operations performed are summarized in Figure 8(a). In
all cases, we use 32 pilot symbols. Distributions of pilot sym-
bols are shown in Figure 8(b).
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Figure 11: Results with frequency estimations: σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4, case c.
4.3.3. Results with σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4
We first consider in this section a target σΔ f T equal to 2·10−4.
Some results are given in Figures 9, 10, and 11 (with
IT = 2) for cells 5 and 6.
In case a (Figure 9), after initial frequency estima-
tion, the frequency error standard deviation is about 10−4.
Iterative interference cancellation works, but leads to a
degradation in term of BER, as in Section 4.1. The er-
ror standard deviation on the phase of g5,9 and g6,9 is far
from the CRB, clearly because of imperfect frequency esti-
mates.
In case b (Figure 10), DD frequency reestimations allow
to get a frequency error standard deviation close to the CRB.
Hence, the phase estimate error standard deviation of g5,9
and g6,9 is much closer to the CRB than in case a. The BER
degradation is the same as that in the case without frequency
oﬀsets in Section 3.3.
In case c (Figure 11), interference cancellation is eﬃcient
but converges slower than in cases a and b. Four iterations
are necessary in case c to get the BER reached with three iter-
ations in case b.
With σΔ f T = 2 · 10−4, the most eﬃcient architecture is
consequently architecture b. However, if architecture c leads
J. P. Millerioux et al. 11






















































































Figure 12: Results with frequency estimations: σΔ f T = 5 · 10−4, case c.
to a slower convergence of the algorithm, a significant advan-
tage is that it appears more suited to high-frequency oﬀsets,
as we will see in the following section.
4.3.4. Results with σΔ f T = 5 · 10−4
We now consider a target σΔ f T equal to 5 · 10−4.
For this range of frequency deviations, it is very diﬃcult
to obtain reliable initial frequency estimates without a huge
number of pilot symbols. On the contrary, architecture c
appears to work. After optimization, we use IT = 3 with
window lengths for gk estimation from 60 to 100 symbols
(depending on the number of interferers of the considered
cell, Section 4.2). Some results are given in Figure 12. For
Eb/N0 equal to 3.2 dB, the block processing approach allows
obtaining a BER equal to about 8·10−3 at iteration 3, which is
suﬃcient to obtain reliable frequency estimates at the follow-
ing iterations. The degradation in terms of BER at iteration 5
is then similar to the case without frequency oﬀsets.
Finally, notice that we have considered average BER along
the paper. Actually, this average BER can hide some complete
12 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
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Distribution of erroneous bits
Cell 5 at 4σΔ f T , Eb/N0 = 3.5 dB
424 information bits
Figure 13: Distribution of erroneous bits: σΔ f T = 5 · 10−4, itera-
tion 5.
failures in convergence of the algorithm on some bursts, lead-
ing to a BER on these bursts much higher than the BER aver-
aged on all bursts. These failures can result from realizations
of high-frequency oﬀsets, from cycle slip occurrences or
simply from inaccurate frequency estimates. A simple
approach to evaluate a probability of failure is to monitor the
number of erroneous bits per burst at the algorithm output.
We consider a worst case: all frequency oﬀsets are random
(Gaussian with a standard deviation σΔ f T) except frequency
oﬀset for cell 5, which is deterministic and equal to 4σΔ f T =
2 · 10−3. The estimated distribution of the number of erro-
neous bits per burst for cell 5 at iteration 5 for Eb/N0 equal to
3.5 dB is shown in Figure 13. We define a failure occurrence
when the fraction of erroneous bits in a burst exceeds one
fourth of the total bits in the burst (106 = 53 · 8/4). We de-
duce a probability of failure equal to 2·10−3. In the same way,
with a frequency oﬀset for cell 5 equal to 3σΔ f T = 1.5 · 10−3,
we deduce a probability of failure equal to 10−4.
5. CONCLUSION
We have studied in this paper an iterative multiuser detection
scheme, which includes channel estimation, suited to the re-
verse link of multibeam satellite communication systems. We
have first derived the algorithm in the case of time invari-
ant carrier phases. We have then discussed possible exten-
sions to the case of frequency oﬀsets aﬀecting user terminals.
Our main result is that if diﬀerent approaches are possible
for the first iterations, frequency oﬀset estimations are nec-
essary for final iterations in order to limit the degradation.
Further works will consist in evaluations (and possibly al-
gorithm modifications) with a more realistic channel model
including phase noise.
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